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The major objective of this research is to examine
the effectiveness of various promotional tools employed by
foreign companies in the PRC (People' Republic of China).
Most of the information in this research comes from
experienced China traders who have at least two years
experience in China trade
The researchers have conducted interviews with 16
companies which actively participated in various kinds of
business in the PRC. Then a survey was conducted and 38
questionnaires returned were usable.
China traders at present rely heavily on promotional
tools emphasizing on personal contact such as seminars,
inviting people to visit their companies' facilities and
exhibitions for promotion. The objectives of promotion
concentrate mainly on the introduction of products. As
the PRC has opened her door to foreign businesses for less
than 10 years, it is conceivable that promotion of many
kinds still suffer from many problems
Since most companies adopt a long-term policy to
approach the China market, it is advised that they have
better to familiarize themselves with the promotional
tools available. As more opportunities may emerge, they
will find their experience accumulated in this period keep
them ahead of their competitors in the future.
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Chapter I Introduction
The People's Republic of China (PRC) has opened her
door to foreigners for almost a decade. However, China
traders still find many difficulties in understanding the
complexities and subtleties of conducting business
successfully in the PRC. With the huge potential in the
China market, China traders are much interested in knowing
more about what can contribute to success in this market.
This paper tries to investigate one aspect of the
marketing mix, that is, promotion. The business
environment in the PRC is unique. This makes it necessary
to evaluate the effectiveness of different promotional
tools in the PRC so as to derive the best benefits from
them.
1.1 Increasing Emphasis on Promotion in the PRC
As the PRC marches towards her goals of
modernization, it is inevitable for the government to ease
its restrictions on promotion. Even though promotion
carries a bad connotation during the period of Cultural
Revolution, the decision makers in* the government today
understand the essence of having promotion to success of
business activities. Additional complications arise
because government efforts to restrict the use of
advertising in the LDCs (Less Developed Countries) are
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likely to have undesired side-effects.1 For example,
policies which constrain the use of advertising are likely
to lead firms to rely more heavily on other tools in the
marketing mix. These may demand more resources from
society as a whole to achieve the same end. Moreover,
government controls in general can lead to a freezing of
current market positions. Such a policy offers no
guarantee of improved social welfare. It does, however,
open obvious possibilities for corruption.
The Chinese government is gradually relaxing
advertising regulation to encourage more corporate
competition. Since October 1986, the government has acted
to meet the growing needs of the advertising industry,
through the easing of regulations.2 Companies are now
permitted to quote product prices. Restrictions have also
been lifted on the length of television advertisements and
the size of ads in newspapers. In 1981, there were 2,000
media outlets and 16,000 advertisers, according to
Government Statistics. In 1986, the industry boasted to
6,944 outlets and 81.000 advertisers_
The Beijing 1987 Third World Advertising Congress
held at the Great Hall of the People in June 1987 clearly
shows the government's intention to put more emphasis on
this piece of marketing. During the five-day event, 120
speakers gave their opinions on media and advertising in
43 workshops. More than 700 businessmen arrived in
Beijing to join 1,000 Chinese delegates for this
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conference. 3
The Chinese government also designated the China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT)
to assist foreign firms to conduct promotion in the PRC.
Prior to the Cultural Revolution, CCPIT handled trade
transaction with countries that did not have diplomatic
relationship with the PRC. After the PRC has adopted the
open door policy, CCPIT kept promoting trade primarily
through arranging exhibitions in the PRC and Chinese
exhibitions abroad and through technical seminars.
Foreign companies which would like to hold seminars in the
PRC can contact CCPIT for assistance. In addition, some
other government bodies were created and upgraded to
facilitate the use of promotion by foreign firms. For
example, the creation of the Ministry of Radio and
Television in 1982 is intended to upgrade radio and
television affairs from their former status as an
administrative department.4 It is an effort to develop
professional media which can be more effective in helping
foreign firms to promote their products.
1.2 The Need of Promotion for Foreign Firms
It is not surprising at all that most CHinese,
including representatives from government bodies or
business entities, hae never heard of the names of the
largest and famous corporations in the world. They have
lost their contact with the outside world since the
Communists assumed power in China. It is conceivable that
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they are hungry for information or simply anything about
their trading partners. It is a mistake to assume that
they know one's company, or even the name of it. Even
though personal connections or relationships are always
favored as the only means to be successful in the PRC, the
appropriate use of promotional tools should not be
ignored.
The emphasis of the use of these tools helped
Japanese a lot in the early years of conducting business
in the PRC. Since 1979, Japanese firms have probably sold
more watches, household appliances and cars than any of
their competitors mainly because the Japanese advertised
their products through the Chinese media. They used very
straight-forward, unsophisticated advertising, which in
the absence of competition, became very effective.5 When
the first sites for billboards were available to
advertisers in Chinese cities, it was the Japanese camera
and electronic manufacturers who saw the wisdom of
investing in advertising.6 Disregarding the fact that
their products such as TV sets and cameras were not
available, they advertised them nevertheless. The
Japanese eventually established a strong identity in the
PRC and a secured foothold in the consumer market.
The importance of promotion, of course, is beyond the
consumer market. Some trading bodies may not even know
the existence of a foreign firm, which may fit their needs
best. Also, It will put a foreign firm in a much
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favorable position in negotiation with their trading
partners if the firm has developed a strong corporate
identity in their mind. A firm may develop excellent
relationships with a particular group of decision makers,
but the decision making process in the PRC usually
involves a larger number of individuals. A small number
of them is sufficient to block the deal. Credibility and
trust are the essential elements for success in the PRC.
Foreign companies have to be particularly careful to
manage their images. In this respect, promotion can be a
vital part for the growth of foreign firms in the PRC.
1.3 Problems
Although improvements have been made to facilitate
the growth of the use of promotion by China traders, this
development is still not at its full pace. Lack of
reliable statistical figures of various media, high costs
of running promotions, low standard of production are just
a few of the problems.
Another major problem is the lack of understanding of
the mass psychology and behavior in the PRC. What can
motivate them to buy? The effectiveness of the use of
western promotional techniques without modification in the
PRC is questionable. Foreign advertisers in the PRC still
keep making elementary mistakes. Advertisers often try to
take TV commercials from Hong Kong, dub them into
Mandarin, and show them in the PRC, believing that since
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the viewers are all Chinese the results will be the same.
But research has shown that while consumer perception of
advertising in the PRC is changing, Hong Kong commercials
are seen as too glamorous, too fast and too difficult to
understand .7 Edwin C. Nevis has developed a hierarchy of
needs of Chinese in the PRC based on the model of Maslow's
as shown in the following fiqure.8
Self-Actualization




Figure 1 Chinese Hierarchy of Needs
As Interpreted by Nevis
Hans B. Thorelli and Joseph Y. Battat has drawn some
conclusion about the urban consumer class in the PRC like
high brand loyalty, sensitive to social risk, importance
of word of mouth, high store loyalty, etc. On the whole,
it is still in an early stage of exploring the behavioral
patterns of consumers in the PRC. The-use of promotional
tools can definitely be more effective if we can
understand their behavior better.
Moreover, the instability of political development in
the PRC can hamper the growth in the use of promotion.
Advertising and advertising people were purged during the
Cultural Revolution. A slogan at the time was
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"advertising is capitalism. A key contradiction for the
development of advertising in the PRC is its role in
arousing people's desire to buy products, while the party
is condemning the encouragement of consumption, which it
believes had risen to a level beyond the country's means
to supply.9 The advertising industry can only be fully
developed unless they can rationalize the advantages of
advertising and win support from the conservatists.
1.4 Structure of The Research
Facing so many problems in conducting business in the
PRC, China traders are eager to know about what can be
helpful to them. This research intends to help China
traders to have a better understanding of the use of
various kinds of promotional tools in the PRC.
In Chapter II, we will elaborate why this study is
necessary and essential. Also, the specific objectives of
the research will be stated. In Chapter III, we will
discuss about the approach adopted to achieve the
research's objectives. Then the results and findings from
various sources will be presented. Finally, conclusions
and recommendations will be made.
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2.1 Need of study
With the rapid change of business environment in the
PRC, even experienced China traders find difficulties in
the use of promotional tools effectively to help conduct
business, let alone new entrants. Since the development
for modernization in the PRC is still in its infancy, new
business tools and practices may emerge unnoticed.
Different China traders may gain experience from different
situations with their own unique insights. In addition,
the PRC is a vast country. It is impossible for any
individual to know what the best way to conduct business
in different situations in the PRC is.
Researches related to China trade have seldom been
done. At present, it is still difficult to conduct
researches like measuring the effectiveness of TV
commercials in the PRC. As a result, one of the- best
alternatives to understand the complexities of conducting.
business in the PRC is to solicit opinions from
experienced China traders.
2.2 Research Objectives
Basically, the promotional tools we look into include
TV Commercials, Newspaper Ads, Magazine Ads, Billboards,
Seminars, Exhibitions, Direct Mail, Invitations to people
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concerned to visit company's facilities, Sponsorships of
sports and cultural events, etc., but not personal
selling.
a. Importance of promotion
We intend to uncover the importance of promotion for
businesses in the PRC. Also, we would like to find out
how important promotion is compared with other factors
such as personal connections, after-sale service, product
price, company image, product quality, technology
transfer, and personal selling. We would also try to
uncover the relationship between the degree of importance
of promotion to foreign companies and their backgrounds.
b. Objectives of promotion
We would like to find out what promotion can help
foreign companies. We hope to find out if there are any
promotional objectives which are more favored by China
traders.
c.. Effectiveness of promotional tools
We would like to find out which promotional tools are
perceived by China traders as particularly effective in
helping conduct business in the PRC. We would also like
to find out what kind of promotional tools can best serve
particular promotional objectives.
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d. Comments of promotional tools
We would like to solicit comments from China traders
about individual promotional tools. We then would like to
find out the relationship between their comments on
individual promotional tools and the frequency of the use
of these tools by China traders.
In conclusion, we hope the experience and opinion of
experienced China traders may help each other and new
entrants to have a better understanding of the market and
the promotional tools available. Also, through the
collection of opinion, we may be able to find out some of
the promotional alternatives which some experienced China
traders may have ignored but is effective in helping them
conduct business in the PRC. Through the sharing of
information, we hope we can develop a clearer picture of
what can contribute to success for foreign firms in the
PRC. In Chapter III, we will be discussing the approach
adopted to achieve the objectives mentioned above.
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Chapter III Methodology
With the objectives set in Chapter II, we divide our
research into 2 main parts. The first is to conduct an
exploratory study which includes literature review and
companies interviews. The second part is a survey in
which questionnaires are sent to relevant companies to
solicit opinions.
3.1 Phase 1: Exploratory Research
Phase one is mainly qualitative research. It
involves the interviewing of some chosen companies that
are actively involved in China trade. Since similar
research projects have not been conducted before, we raise
open ended questions during the interviews and allow the
interviewees to drift into issues which they think are
important. We concentrate our discussions on the
effectiveness of various promotional tools available in
China.
The 16 companies involved in this. phase are visibly
active in China trade and many of them maintain a China
office in Hong Kong. They are chosen to represent as many
countries and industries as possible so that when we
prepare for our survey, we would not be formulating one
that is bias to certain business and countries. Also, we
collect relevant information from newspapers, magazines
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and various academic journals.
The exploratory research has two benefits. First, it
equips us with the general knowledge and the insights of
these interviewed companies before we launch an all out
survey of the issue. Second, we can identify promotional
tools which are important to these companies and identify
attributes which we can used to measure the effectiveness
and the perceived purpose of these and other promotional
tools.
3.2 Phase 2: Survey
3.2.1 Sampling Method and Sample Size
The China Telephone Book (1987) For Enterprises is
used to choose foreign company names and addresses. Care
has been exercised to avoid choosing those new entrants to
China trade. A list of foreign companies is first drawn
from the China Telephone Book For Enterprises of the
current year. Then this list is used to check with the
Telephone Book of two years ago. Those companies which.
names do not appear in the Telephone Book of two years ago
are excluded from our survey. The companies that are left
must have at least 2 years experience in China trade.
Then we check those companies with A Directory of Resident
Offices of Foreign, Overseas Chinese, Hong Kong and Macau
Enterprises, 1985 and Classified International Business
Directory for China (1985-1986) to make sure we know the
industries of these companies. Finally, we choose 451
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companies which represent all countries of origin and
industry which are particularly active in China trade.
A structure-undisguised questionnaire is sent to
these companies. As many of them are located in various
parts of China, mail survey is the feasible method.
Finally, 38 of the questionnaires returned are usable.
3.2.2 Pretest
After the questionnaire is formulated based on the
results from the exploratory research, we conduct a
pretest of the questionnaire by mailing them to 20
companies selected. These companies have offices in Hong
Kong. We then follow up by calling and reminding these
companies.
The results of the pretest show that most companies
are reluctant to respond to questions that review a dollar
amount of their budget for each promotional tool, although
these questions make no effort to ask for their
identities. Also, it helps us in clarifying sone
ambiguities of certain terms.
The revised questionnaire then ask for the importance
of the promotional tools instead of the actual dollar
amount. And the question asking their promotional budget
which needs a dollar amount figure is put to the very end




The design of the questionnaires is based on the
information collected during companies interviews. It is
divided into 7 parts to secure information in
correspondence with our research objectives:
1. The first part concerns the importance of promotion
compared to the importance of other marketing elements
such as after-sale services, price, company image,
product quality, personal connections, technology
transfer, and personal selling.
2. The second part is to study which particular
promotional tools are most effective in helping the
respondents' companies to conduct business in the PRC.
Ten promotional tools which are found particularly
important to China traders during exploratory study are
to be ranked by respondents. Also, we would like to
find out if there are any other promotional tools which
are effective to help them conduct business.
3. The third part is to uncover what the most important
promotional objectives of companies conducting business
in the PRC are. The respondents are asked to name the
three most important promotional objectives.
4. The fourth part concerns the frequency of the use of
different promotional tools of the respondents. We
would like to identify those respondents who have more
experience in the use of particular promotional tools,
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so that we can analyses their responses independently.
5. The fifth part examines the functions of different
promotional tools to China traders. A number of
questions are asked such as what tools are used to
create awareness for companies in the PRC, to inform
target audience something about my company's products,
to build up confidence to my company among target
audience, to enhance company image etc.. We then ask
them to name the promotional tools which can best serve
the purposes mentioned by the statements.
6. The sixth part is to study the comments of the
respondents on various promotional tools. We would
like to know their comments in various promotional
tools. We would also like to know their comments in
various aspects such as cost effectiveness, target
audience receptivity, reach of target audience,
availability of advertising space, government
negotiations, etc., of different promotional tools.
7. The last part asks the background information of
respondents and the companies. Questions such as where
the respondents grew up, what their positions are, how
many years of experience they have in China, how they
perceive their company's future in China, how many
years of experience their companies have in China, what
the country of origin of their companies are, what
industries their companies engage in, etc. are asked.
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Finally, we asked for their promotional budget in last
year.
3.2.4 Analysis Method
Because the number of usable questionnaires is
limited, it is not feasible to apply vigorous statistical
analysis to examine the data collected. However,
analyzing techniques such as frequency distribution and
cross-tabulation can lead us to draw some important
implications from the data available.
Firstly, we try to find out how important promotion
is compared to other marketing. elements. Also, we would
like to find out the background of any company which
believes promotion is more important to them.
Secondly, we try to find out if there are any
promotional tools that are particularly favored by China
traders in general.
Thirdly, we try to find out the major promotional
objectives of China traders. Also, we would look into
which promotional tools are able to help them. to achieve
these objectives.
Finally, we would like to know their comments on the
promotional tools. In addition, we try to find out the
comments of those who have more experience in the use of
promotional tools and also the reasons why they do not use
certain promotional tools as often as others.
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3.3 Presentation of the Results
After collecting the information from various
resources, we will present it in 3 parts. The first 2
parts will be discussed in Chapter IV. Indeed, the first
part is the review of the academic journals which studied
the attitudes of executives of the PRC towards
advertising. It gives us good indication that how people
in the PRC perceive the future of advertising in the PRC.
Without doubt, their perception can have a lot of
influence on the projection of the use of various
different promotional tools by China traders in the PRC.
The next part deals with the results of the company
interviews. Since, the PRC has developed business contact
with foreigners only for a short period of time, some of
the experience of China traders are unique and valuable.
It is worthwhile that we can share their experience with
those who are interested in developing business in the
PRC.
Lastly, we will present-the findings of the survey in
Chapter V. Some of the issues are quite controversial.
It is necessary to solicit opinions of those regards from
larger number of experienced China traders. Also we can
help those who are interested in China trade to have a
better understanding of the general feeling of most China
traders to some important issues about differdnt kind of
uromotional tools in the PRC.
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Chapter IV Preliminary Study
4.1 Literature Review
Although not many researches about promotion in the
PRC have been done, there are a few published researches
investigating the PRC's executives' attitudes towards
advertising. It is conceivable that the attitudes of the
PRC executives can give us hints of the possibility and
feasibility of promotion to be an important tool for
foreign businesses in the PRC in the future.
Attitudes of the PRC's Executives towards Advertising
a. The first research in this area was done in 1981.
Mr. Y.N. Ho, Mr. Y.K.Kwan and Mr. J.P.Cragin conducted a
research with a title of 'Contemporary Advertising
Attitudes and Practices among Executives in the PRC'.1
The research objectives were to examine how (1) Chinese
marketing persons develop and employ advertising and (2).
their attitudes towards advertising and its role in the
firm and society. Personal interviews were arranged with
39 executives of the PRC, 19 of them working in Guanzhou
and 20 operating in Hong Kong. A structured interview
questionnaire was used.
They found that generally there was an increased
recognition of the need of advertising. The PRC's
executives agreed that advertising was essential to the
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PRC's economy and promoted a higher standard of living.
They seemed to be aware of the role of advertising that
would play in the success of their company and the four
modernizations program. significant improvements had been
made in advertising practices over the past few years.
The executives expressed strong desire to- improve their
knowledge of advertising management, in particular, to
learn from their Western counterparts.
On the other hand, advertising management .practices
in the PRC exhibited some fundamental weaknesses. Firms
in the PRC had no advertising plan and tend to be seller-
oriented. It was evident that they were still at the
level of low appreciation of management philosophy and
marketing concept.
Although they believed that advertising professionals
should be held responsible for the effects of advertising
and the government should control the content of
advertising, they seemed to be generally more positive
than their Hong Kong and American counterparts with
respect to the economics and social impacts of
advertising.
b. Another research in this area was conducted by Mr.
Y.M. Sin and Ms. S.C. Ho with a title of 'Advertising in
China, Looking back at looking forward which was
published in 1986.2 The research examined the findings of
two empirical studies to highlight the prospects and
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problems of employing advertising as a marketing tool in
China.
The first part of the research was to measure the
importance for success in China trade of promotion
compared with other marketing elements, and to evaluate
the effectiveness of different elements in the promotional
mix.
Questionnaires were sent to Chinese firms and foreign
firms engaged in China trade. Promotion was perceived as
a relatively unimportant contributor to the success of
China trade. It was ranked below personal connection,
price, product and company prestige by the Chinese and the
foreign firms. Advertising fell below personal selling,
factory visits and exhibitions in terms of cost
effectiveness as a promotional tool.
The second part of the research was to examine the
attitudes of Chinese enterprise managers towards the
economic, social content and practical aspects of
advertising in China. The respondents came from a
training class of 60 PRC managers in a Marketing Executive
Program in Hong Kong.
The research found out some of the positive trends of
advertising in the PRC. Most respondents agreed that-
advertising help raise the people's standard of living and
helped economic development. They disagreed that
advertising was a waste of economic resources and resulted
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in higher prices. Also, most of them felt that
advertising did not persuade consumers to buy things they
did not want and disagreed that advertising had a bad
influence on children.
However, they believed advertising, in general, did
not present a true picture of the product and did not
provide sufficient information for consumers to make their
buying decisions either.. In addition, they believed the
frequency of advertising was too high although they
considered the contents of advertisements in general were
interesting and enjoyable.
c. The last research in this area was done by Mr. Nan
Zhou, Mr. R.J. Semenik, and Mr. W.L. Moore with a title of
Chinese Managers' attitudes toward advertising in
China,3 The objectives of the research were to examine
China's business managers' attitudes and beliefs about
advertising with regard to (1) micro-economic effects, (2)
macro-economic effects, (3) levels of use and regulation
and (4) social effects. A questionnaire was administered
to 192 Chinese managerial personnel participating in
management or executive development programs sponsored by
the Chinese government at Chinese universities.
They found out that generally respondents had a
favorable attitude toward advertising, but showed some
uncertainty about the benefits derived from it. Most of
them believed the use of advertising- would not result in
higher prices although not many agreed that advertising
23
would help promote standard of living.
Most respondents also exhibited some negative
attitudes towards advertising. They felt that there were
too many commercials on TV and radio and in printed
publications. They thought the government should have
more control over advertising, and advertisers should be
held responsible for their ad. They also felt that
commercial breaks should not interrupt broadcast
programming and ads should be restricted to.. special
publications.
Finally, they found out' some contradictions in the
respondents' beliefs about the social effects of
advertising. Most of the respondents believed that
advertising helps consumers make better purchase decisions
and did not make them buy too much and buy what they
cannot afford. However, they believed advertising
persuades consumers to buy things they did not need.
In conclusion, these 3 researches found out the PRC's
executives favored, in general, advertising in respect to
broad economic issues and practical uses for business.
However, they were less favored to the social impacts
caused by advertising. They believed -that there were too
many advertisements, and advertising made consumers buy
what they did not need. Also, they would like the
government to exercise more control over advertising..
Undoubtedly, these researches provide us with valuable
24
insights to understand the future development of
advertising in China.
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4.2 Results of interviews
The researchers have conducted interviews with 12-
companies, 2 advertising agencies and 2 public relations
agencies. All of which are actively participating in
business activities with the PRC. The purposes of
conducting these interviews are to (1) let researchers
familiarize themselves with the promotional activities of
foreign firms in the PRC, (2) let them have a better
understanding of the necessities and difficulties of
promotion in the PRC for foreign firms, and (3) develop
some of the important issues for promotion in the PRC so
as to set up the framework for the survey. Since the
companies interviewed offered valuable information, and
insights, it is worthwhile to highlight some of the
important issues discussed during the interviews.
4.2.1 Objectives of Promotion
Basically, promotion can serve 2 major objectives in
the PRC. The first one is to help China traders to
negotiate successfully in the PRC. Actually, most of the
time conducting business in the PRC means bargaining with
trading partners. From exporting goods directly to
markets in the PRC to forming joint ventures with major
government or business entities, China traders are
constantly negotiating with their trading partners in the.
PRC. A better understanding of what can be helpful and
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available in the PRC undoubtedly can enhance the
possibility of success.
The second major objective for promotion in the PRC
is to communicate with consumers. It is always the dream
of foreigners to be able to sell their products to
consumers in the PRC which accounts for one-fourth of the
world's population. It is beyond doubt that without
effective promotional programs, it is very difficult to be
successful in the consumer market.
4.2.2 Negotiation
i. An understanding of your trading partners
Although the PRC has opened her door for almost 10
years, Chinese government officials and business people
still do not know much of the business activities outside
the PRC. They are restricted from going overseas, seldom
to have contacts with foreigners and difficult to access
to foreign publications. It is not hard to imagine that
how difficult it is for them to, make business decisions.
Conceivably, they are hungry for information. They may
not even know the names of the largest corporations in the
world. When dealing with a group of foreigners, they are
eager to know their trading partners' backgrounds and
companies, the details of the products offered, and so on.
They are also afraid of being deceived. This kind of
incidents have happened in the PRC. Because of the lac)
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of knowledge of the business world outsiae the rxu zney
have heavily relied on the information supplied by their
trading partners. Recently, they have been more careful
in selecting trading partners and spent plenty of time to
study different alternatives. That is the reason why good
relationships are always emphasized. They are looking for
China traders that can be trusted and would help them
personally and the PRC as a whole.
They have a strong inclination to say 'no'. It
matters little to them if they fulfill beyond what they
are supposed to do. Additional contribution may not be
rewarded accordingly.- However, the consequences of making
a mistake may result in ruining their careers. As the
incentive given to decision makers is still not
sufficient, this will keep going on.
On the other hand, Chinese negotiators always put
their own benefits prior to anything else while bargaining
with outsiders. As this may be the first time ever they
have in their lives to derive benefits from outsiders,
they will try their best to take advantage of it. It is
no wonder why gift giving is a common and necessary
practices in the business world in the PRC.
Despite the fact that the PRC is eager to adopt
western technologies, the decision process for such
bargaining is still bureaucratic. Too many people are
involved. What makes it particularly difficult for China
traders is there are some people they do not meet but have
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influence on the decision. China traders have to convince
them in their absence.
ii. What can promotion do for negotiation
One of the dilemma of conducting promotion in the PRC
is to supply a lot of information to a large number of
target audience. A foreign company has to show them its
record of achievement such as size, history, reputation
and technological leadership in order to win their
confidence. Also, they have to inform their trading
partners that their products are able to meet the needs of
them and help the modernization program in the PRC. Life
will be much easier for China traders if their trading
partners have a deeper understanding and hence more
confidence of their companies and products offered. The
backwardness of infrastructure for communication in the
PRC makes promotion in the PRC particularly hard.
However, experienced China traders have developed some
promotional tools which they believed are quite effective
in helping negotiation with their trading partners. And
the promotional tools mentioned by them will be discussed
later in this chapter.
4.2.3 Consumer Market
i. An understanding of the consumer market
After the import boom of the PRC in 1984 and. 1985,
some China traders thought that the consumer market in the
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PRC no longer exists for foreigners. However, some
thought otherwise. They still believed that there is
potential in the Chinese consumer market if their products
can meet certain requirements.
There are some favorable factors in the PRC for
foreigners to enter her consumer market. Income of the
Chinese people has been increasing and. they do not have
much to spend on since housing, electricity, and water
supply are heavily subsidized by the government. They
have high disposable income and want to increase their
standard of living. Their behavioral pattern and
psychology in purchasing products are quite similar to
people in Hong Kong in the 50's and 60's. Foreign goods
stands for high quality and prestige.
Of course, there are requirements to be met before a
foreign products can be sold successfully to Chinese
consumers. The price of products sold cannot be too high.
Products like soap or powdered milk are welcome by Chinese
consumers at this point of time. Also, it is desirable to
seek a low .import tax since most foreign products are
taxed heavily. The high tax will squeeze the profit
margin and makes the product not worthwhile to sell in.the
PRC.
ii. What can promotion do for consumer product
Consumer market in the PRC is different from others.
because it has two frontiers. The first one is to have
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consumers to accept products offered. The second is to
have support from the distributors and foreign trading
companies in the PRC. Only a few government bodies
control all of the outlets in a city in the PRC. Even if
the products are welcome by customers, it may not be
permitted to be sold in the retail outlets. So, a good
relationship with different trading organizations and
distributors in the PRC is essential for success in
addition to the consumers' acceptance of the products.
Distributors will not take the risk of stocking up a
foreign product. They will suffer great pressure from
their superiors who suspect that they may have wrongly
allocated their resources. Therefore, a foreign product
has to have a high demand in the PRC before they are
accepted by distributors. Distributors themselves have no
obligation of promotion. Promotion to stimulate demand
for their products has to be done by suppliers.
4.2.4 Promotional tools
Based on the unique business environment, various
promotional tools have been employed by China traders to
help develop their business in the PRC. 'It is worthwhile
to solicit opinions in this regard from experienced China
traders in order to have a better understanding of these
promotional tools.
i. Seminars
Because of the lack of knowledge to the world outside
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the PRC, seminars are good tools to pass detail
information of the products and companies to clients in
the PRC and train local staff. Most China traders believe
it is a very effective tool and they have no problems of
finding the right target audience to attend their
seminars. Although the PRC is a vast country, they are
able to invite desirable audience to their seminars from
different parts of the PRC.
Some of the companies interviewed make good use of
seminars to promote their business in the PRC. One Hong
Kong based construction company has its sales people
scattering over the PRC. Once these sales people identify
construction opportunities in certain part of the PRC,
they will inform Hong Kong head office which shall
organize a team from different departments according to
the requirements of the project. Then the team will hold
seminars in the designated region lasting for a couple of
days or more and invite related departments and personnel
to join the seminars. Basically, they will have a
thorough introduction of their companies, past performance
in the PRC, and proposal of the project. During the
seminars, the PRC's participants will jotted down
carefully everything they said. After the seminars, this
Hong Kong based construction company will keep contact
with their potential customers by soliciting their
comments and then supply them with more information. The
company believed it is an effective way to help them win
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construction contracts in the PRC.
A company which promote consumer products in the PRC
makes other use of seminars. As distributors in the PRC
do not know much about promotion, the company has to
educate them. So it has to gather their distributors
periodically to inform them what they are doing to promote
the product, from explaining the promotional objectives to
telling them what particular actions will be taken. More
importantly, it can demonstrate to their distributors that
they are doing their. best to support the product in an
attempt to win the distributors' continuous support.
ii. Exhibition
The proliferation of exhibitions in the PRC has
demonstrated its importance to China traders. However,
most experienced China traders interviewed do not think
exhibition is an effective tool to help them in the PRC.
They simply do not participate in exhibition or do it just
to show their presence. They believe they cannot derive
any concrete benefit from it. They think that most
companies joined the exhibitions are new comers and
exhibitions are effective only for opening markets in the
PRC. So experienced China traders, who have already set
up good network in the PRC to reach their targets, believe
that exhibitions cannot help them much.
There are also many other problems about
participating in exhibitions in the PRC. The present rate
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per square meter for a booth is between US$ 200 to 400,
one of the highest in the world4. Many exhibitors
complain about the poor management of the China Council
for the Promotion of International Trade (C.C.P.I.T), the
government agency overseeing exhibitions, and insufficient
visitors to exhibitions5. Companies also complain about
scheduling conflicts. Exhibitions in the same or similar
sectors held too close in succession or geographic
proximity can dilute the quality of the audience and the
money available for purchases.6 Fortunately, CCPIT has
recently been putting a lot of effort on improving the
situation like tightening its control to avoid overlapping
services and to cut down on the number.of poorly-managed
exhibitions.
iii. Sponsorship
Chinese government has always welcomed foreign
companies to sponsor some sports and cultural events in
the PRC. Although this kind of sponsorship may not
directly improve the relationship with trading partners or
enhance the company's image, it can result in wide media
coverage. The State Express/555 Hong Kong- Beijing rally
reveals vividly the effect of a good sponsor program in
the PRC. Every year the event can arouse so much
attention from the public and media coverage. United
Airlines' cultural exchange program between Beijing and
Washington seems to improve much of its image in the PRC..
The PRC is a place where sponsorship can effectively serve
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certain kind of promotional objectives if companies can
consciously identify opportunities available or create
their own programs which are interesting to the PRC's
decision makers and the public.
One of the creative use of sponsorship was done by
IBM which sponsored the internationally-acclaimed
television series, Planet Earth, on China Central
Television (CCTV). A 30 second corporate TV commercial
was broadcasted twice during each episode of the series.
Its theme was how computers can improve the quality of
life and it served to emphasize IBM's relationship with
the PRC. IBM was thought to have reached over 200 million
viewers with its Planet Earth programs and received good
press coverage.
iv. Invitation
Most experiences mina traaers believe tnat
invitation of trading partners to visit overseas
facilities is one of the most effective way to promote
business in the PRC. Although the cost of bringing a team
of trading partners overseas is expensive, they believe
that it is worthwhile to do so.
Chinese cannot go overseas for personal matters. One
of the ways to have a chance to go overseas is through
business contacts. Visiting overseas facilities does not
mean they will learn a lot about a company or a product.
Instead, they will be more happy to see how the world
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outside the PRC is. It is one of the crucial elements in
success in negotiation in the PRC to offer trading
partners personal benefits like a free trip to visit
overseas.
v. TV Commercials
Most China traders thought TV commercials is not
effective to promote their business in the PRC since most
of their target audience are just a small group of
decision makers.. However, there is still some companies,
employing TV commercials as their promotional tools. IBM
is one of the few companies in the PRC to make extensive
use of TV commercials to help promote its products. They
believe that it is a very effective means to reach a large
number of audience.
China Central Television (CCTV) is the only national
network which claims to reach about 200 million people.
Every province has its own stations and there are over 40
TV stations in the PRC.
Most China traders think TV commercials are expensive
in the PRC, and some of them even say it is more expensive
than in the U.S.. However, some experienced traders say
the media rate is subject to negotiation. One can
complain of their rapidly increasing rate and can get a
much lower rate if you have a good relationship with them.
Other China traders said they did not advertise their.
products on TV by themselves or employ foreign advertising
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agencies to do it because they have to pay foreign
exchange currency through these channels. Instead, they
pay RMB by having their joint venture partners to place TV
commercials.
Sex appeal and hard selling are not allowed to be
used in TV commercials. However, most China traders think
the regulation over TV commercial is not too strict.
Normally, advertisers have no problem of achieving what
they intended. One example of censorship is the
commercial of Lux. At the end of the commercials, Cheryl
Ladd walks out from bathroom with a towel on. This is the
only shot that is censored. Another example of censorship
is the commercial of Levi's. The whole commercial focuses
on the waist of young people wearing jeans twisting
around. Actually, the PRC does not have TV Advertising or
Censorship Boards. Instead, approval is subject to the
judgment of individual TV station. So, a commercial which
is accepted by one station may be rejected by another.
Most China traders believe that the Chinese audience
are not used to the more sophisticated advertising
techniques. China traders should then produce commercials
which suit their taste and inclination. It is just a
matter of culture and commercials must be tailored made to
take this into account.
vi Printed Advertising
Magazines and newspapers are the two major sources
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for printed advertising in the PRC. A wide selection of
magazines is available in the PRC and it is becoming more
liberal and fits to the taste of particular segment of the
market. One computer firm believes magazine is the most
effective media for them to promote their products.
Through magazine, they can introduce new products to their
desired target segment. However, its quality of paper and
standard of printing techniques may not meet the
expectations of foreign traders. Sometimes, they cannot
produce certain effect desired by foreign traders,
Most China traders say they do not rely much on
newspaper advertising even if there are over 100 national,
provincial and county newspapers. Because of the lack of
paper in the PRC, newspapers do not have much space for
advertising. Advertisements are not allowed on the front
page and cannot occupy a full page either. With the
limited space, it requires a long lead time before an ad
can be put on a newspaper.
vii. Press Release
Releases in press in the PRC enjoy a high. degree of
credibility. So, it is desirable to have more information
about a company in press. An interview with business
representatives or technical experts, an opening ceremony,
press briefings and other events can normally result in
positive .editorial coverage. Audience are interested in
reading stories. They do not incline to read financial.
results or appointment announcement of a company but they
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like stories about products, technology, and business
deals. The press just wants to release correct
information and is not interested in controversial
material like their counterparts in western countries do.
Some companies say it is hard to have their companies
information appeared in the press because there are too
many releases sent to press. Actually they have to
constantly feed information to media, otherwise, the media
will stop writing about their companies.
viii. Sales Promotic
As people in the PRC have a lot of spare time, sales
promotion programs can always result in high response.
One common way for products like soft-drinks and coffee
to be promoted in the PRC is to give free samples. As
these products are relatively expensive to them, they may
not be willing to try it even if they know the products
well through different media. So, the best way to make
them try is to offer them free drinks. Normally, this
kind of promotion can attract large number of people with
a long queue and the result will. be more than
satisfactory.
Nike enhanced its company's image in the PRC during
the period of the Asian Games. They advertised in
newspaper and invited'people to guess how many gold medals
the PRC would obtain in the Asian Games. Special
arrangements were made with the Post Office. This kind of
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promotion can be effective but a lot of work has to be
done. It has to be permitted by relevant government
bodies in fear that the activities may be classified as
gambling. Also, the promoter has to be politically
attuned. Any activities that can directly or indirectly
link to affecting people's political ideology will be
censored immediately.
Lever Brothers had launched a campaign of designing
flower basket in Guangzhou to promote Lux. They were
satisfied with the result as the response rate was very
high. However, they also ran into some difficulties. The
staff in the PRC were not as enthusiastic as those in Hong
Kong. For instance, they were reluctant to post a poster
for other companies and not eager to collect anything from
respondents at all. Also,. there were too many decision
makers in just one department store. The activities
launched in one area of a store could not interfere with
the activities of others because different decision makers
are responsible for different areas. They were not happy
to see activities in other area affecting the area for
which they were responsible.
4.3 Conclusion
After the interviews, some important issues of
promotion in the PRC were highlighted by the
interviewees. It is worthwhile to explore more about.
these issues from some other China traders.
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It seems that different companies have different
views on the importance of promotion to them in the PRC.
Also, they have different promotional objectives. It will
be helpful if we know what types of companies perceive
promotion as more important and what objectives promotion
can serve in the PRC.
The promotional tools which perceived by interviewees
as effective includes TV commercials, newspaper ads,
magazine ads, seminars, exhibitions, sponsorships-, direct
mail and invitations to people to visit company's
facilities. Of course, different interviewees perceived
the effectiveness differently even though some of the
promotional tools seem to be particularly favored by most
interviewees. In addition, some of the important issues
about these promotional tools were mentioned by
interviewees such as government regulations on the
promotional tools, the availability of advertising space
of different media, the availability of supporting
facilities to run different kinds of promotion, the number
of target audience to be reached, and so on. Since these
issues directly affect the effectiveness of the
promotional tools, it is necessary to get a better
understanding of them.
A survey was designed for these purpose. We try to
incorporate the important issues mentioned by interviewees
in a questionnaire which was sent to 461 foreign companies.
which engaged in China trade. Thirty eight of the
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questionnaire returned were usable. The findings of the
survey will be presented in Chapter V.
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Chapter V Company Survey- Findings
As stated in Chapter IV, the survey is conducted
based on the information of the interviews. However, the
collection of information through the survey is from
larger number of respondents with different backgrounds.
Major issues raised during personal interviews are further
explored through the survey.
5.1 Profit
We would like to collect information from companies
with different backgrounds. It seems that this goal has
been achieved. As shown in Appendix 1, although more
respondents are from Hong Kong, there are some from the
U.S., Europe, Japan and the other countries. It can be
seen from Appendix 2 that the years of working experience
of the respondents are quite evenly distributed. Also,
the industries engaged by the companies included
computers, telecommunication,, chemicals, transportation,
energy, machine and, equipment and consumer products as
shown in Appendix 3. Different types of business are
engaged by the companies including sales agent, joint
venture, direct export, contract manufacturing and wholly-
owned subsidiary as shown in Appendix 4.
In addition, it indicates in Appendix 5 that the
scale of operation of the companies are quite different.
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Some companies have less than 7 employees directly
involved in China trade while others have more than 100.
Although more companies are from the U.S., there are also
many others from different countries as indicated in
Appendix 6. As expected, Appendix 7 indicated that, most
companies have long years of experience in China trade.
5.1.1 Special Features
i. Company's country of origin and respondents' country of
origin
As shown in Appendix 8, most companies tend to employ
people of the same country of origin as the companies.
However, companies of different country of origin employ
people from Hong Kong other than people of their own
countries. It is understandable that Hong Kong people
have a special kind of advantages to conduct business in
the PRC. On the one hand, they are Chinese origin and
have deeper understanding of the culture and hence the way
of doing business with the PRC. On the other hand, they
have good exposure to the international business
environment.
ii. Future in the PRC
It can be seen from Appendix 9 that Japanese
companies' expectation of their business in the PRC is low
compared with companies from other countries. Some of the
Japanese respondents attribute their low expectation to
the appreciation of Japanese Yen, and also to-the trade
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imbalance between the PRC and Japan. On the contrary,
Hong Kong companies expect their business to be excellent
or good.
From Appendix 10,.it seems that the longer a company
stay in the PRC, the lower its expectation on the future
of doing business with the PRC. This relationship may be
due to fact that the PRC is more selective in trading with
foreign companies now. These companies which entered the
PRC long time ago may no longer fit into the modernization
program, while those companies which entered the PRC
recently may suit better to the recent policy developed by
the PRC for its modernization program.
5.2. The'Importance of Promotion
Before looking into different aspects of promotional
tools it is worthwhile to know how important promotion is
compared with other major marketing elements such as
company's image, personal connections, technology
transfer, personal selling, after-sales service, price and
product quality. It is commonly recognized that these








Personal Connection: 3.342 2
2.973 3Company's Image




Personal Selling 2.407 8
* Note: The higher the mean, the more the importance of
the marketing element to China traders.
It can be seen from the above table that the
marketing elements can be divided into 3 categories.
Personal connections and price are the most important
category to China traders. The second important category
includes company's image, after-sale services and product
quality. Meanwhile, the least important category includes
promotion, technology transfer and personal selling. The
degree of importance of these marketing elements are quite
reasonable. As foreign exchange in the PRC is always in
short supply, Chinese businessmen put serious attention on
price of products. It is believed that personal
connections is inevitable in conducting business in the
PRC. Without trust and close relationship, it is almost
impossible to sign any business contracts in the PRC. It
is understandable that promotion is in the least
important category. Since the use of promotion by foreign
traders is still in the early stage of development. it
still needs some time before foreign traders can make the
best use of them in the PRC. It is surprising, though, to
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find that personal selling was perceived to be the least
important among the marketing elements.
5.2.1 Some more about Promotion
It can be seen from Appendix 11 that companies which
operate longer in the PRC believe promotion is more
important to them. Among those companies which have been
in the PRC for more than 8 years, about 56% of them
believed promotion is very or extremely important to them.
Only 36% with 5 to 7 years of experience in the PRC and
25% with 2 to 4 years of experience have the same belief.
As shown in Appendix 12, Americans are less favorable
to promotion. None of them believe promotion is either
extremely or very important at all. However, 60% of
Japanese and 56% of Hong Kong people believe promotion is
extremely i_mnortant or vPrv imnnrtant_
5.3 Promotional Objectives
Due to the PRC's unique business environment and
cultural heritage, China traders may have a different set
of promotional objectives to help them conduct business.
As shown in the table below, their promotional objectives




.Major Promotional Objectives for China Traders
first second third TotalUIiectives
4 010 14To introduce products
5 6To develop relationship 2 13
To enhance company's image 4 3 114
To provide information of
product's details 2 57 14
To meet end users and
decision makers 3 01 4
To create demand 2 0 2 4
The above is the 6 major promotional objectives of
the respondents. The promotional objective to introduce
products is overwhelmingly recognized as the most
important. Ten respondents say it is the most important
objectives and 4 said it is their second. In addition to
another objectives to provide information of product's
details, it is no doubt China traders' main concern about
promotion lie on product. Since the PRC's businessmen do
not have too many channels of access to information
available outside the PRC, they simply do not know what
alternatives are available to them. So, the availability
of products to fit their needs best is one of the critical
factors to success in the PRC. As a result, foreign firms
are eager to let trading partners in the PRC know what
products their firms can offer.
The importance of the other two objectives, to
develop relationships, and to enhance company's image,
are unique to the business environment in the PRC. As
revealed before, personal connections and company's image.
are two of the most important marketing elements for China
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traders. It is reasonable that foreign companies would
like to try their best to develop relationship with their
trading partners and to enhance their companies' image in
the PRC. What makes promotion particularly valuable to
China traders is the capability to enhance company's image
on a nationwide scale.
The least important promotional objectives are to
meet end users or decision makers, and to create product
demand. One of the major problems of conducting-.business
in the PRC is that there are too many decision makers.
One or a small number of them can block a business deal.
However, these people may not appear in formal business
gathering at all. Only through an active search may
foreign businessmen meet them personally. Also, for most
of the time end users may not meet foreign traders, but
their opinion may affect the decision of their superiors
who, in turn, make business deals. In other countries,
to create demand may be a much more important
promotional objective to businessmen, but in the PRC, the
importance of promotion lies elsewhere.
Apart from the above objectives, some other
promotional objectives are suggested by a smaller number
of the respondents. They are:
( i) to direct customers to contact them,
( ii) to develop good relationship with retailers,
(iii) to assure clients know their presence in the PRC,
( iv) to keep frequent contact with clients,
( v) to gather competitive intelligence,
( vi) to widen contact,
(vii) to understand suppliers and customers.
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5.4 Promotional Budget
The amount which the companies spent on promotion can
reflect how active their promotional activities are in the
PRC. Even though only 20 respondents are willing to
disclose their promotional budgets, they give us a good
reference of how much foreign companies spent on promotion
in the PRC. As shown in the following table, the amount
they spent varies substantially from one another.
Table 3
Amount of Money Spent on Promotion by
Foreign Companies in the PRC






The amount of money spent on promotion is quite
evenly distributed of the companies which are willing to
disclose them. It lies in between HK$ 120,000 to HK$
6,000,000. Six companies spent from HK$ 120,000 to HK$
300,000 on promotion in the PRC in 1987, 5 companies spent
from HK$ 500,000 to HK$ 800,000 each and another 5 spent
from HK$ 1 million to HK$ 2.5 million each. Meanwhile, 4
companies spent in between HK$ 4 million to HK$ 6 million..
It is quite hard to trace the relationship of the
promotion amount with some other factors such as number of.
employees in the PRC, companies' country of origin,
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industries of the companies, etc.. One of the reasons is
the limited number of respondents that answered this
question. However, it is helpful to uncover some of these
kinds of relationship as a reference for the understanding
of promotion in the PRC even if there are only limited
respondents.
It can be seen. from Appendix 13 that the respondents
who believe promotion is more important spent more on
promotion. It is very likely that for those companies
which perceived promotion as less important rely on
something else like good personal connections, inexpensive
products, etc..
Appendix 14 indicates that those companies which have
stayed in the PRC longer spent less on promotion while
those with less experience spent more. This phenomenon
hints that experienced firms in the PRC may already
established good connections and image. The PRC'S trade
organizations may also know their companies and their
products well. For those companies with less experience,
they may rely more on promotion to develop connections,
enhance company's image, introduce products, and other
objectives.
From Appendix 15, it can be seen that those companies-
which perceived their future as good spent more on
promotion while those which perceived their future as bad
or unknown spent less on promotion. It is logical that
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those which have confidence about the future spent more,
while others spent less to cut their cost.
5.5 Effectiveness of Individual Promotional Tools
Although promotion is still in the early stage of
development in the PRC, there are a number of promotional
tools available to China traders. It is noticed in the
following table that most China traders, however, consider
only a few promotional tools as effective in helping them
to conduct business in the PRC.
Table 4
The Promotional Tools which are Effective to Foreign Companies
MorePromotional Tools Most
Effective Effective Effective Total
Seminars 14 5 6 25
Invitation to
visit Companie 12 6 7 25
Exhibitions 6 8 4 18
Newspaper Ads 2 4 3 9
Magazine Ads 1 6 3 9
Direct Mail 1 3 5 9
Sponsorships 1 3 3 7
TV Commercials 1 2 0 3
Billboards 0 0 1 1
Press Releases 0 0 0 0
It can be seen that most respondents favor seminars
and inviting their trading partners to visit their
facilities. Exhibitions followed them to be ranked as the
third most effective tools. All of these three tools are
conducted through direct personal contact. Conducting
business in the PRC is still much dependent upon face-to-
face negotiation and detailed explanation of every minor-
detail. It also reflects that local Chinese business
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organizations still do not know much about foreign
companies and products, and require large amount of
information to make buying decisions. Newspaper Ad and
magazine Ad are far behind in the fourth and fifth
position. It is expected these media will eventually play
a more important role in the future development of
promotion in the PRC. Direct mail and sponsorship also
gain some attention from foreign companies. However, only
a few foreign firms believe TV Commercials is effective to
them. It seems that there will be a long whil-e before
foreign firm can make use of TV to help promote their
business in the PRC. Also, billboards are perceived to
offer not much help to foreign firms. Lastly, no
respondents perceived press releases as an effective
promotional tools.
5.6 Function of Promotional Tools
In the previous section, it shows that foreign
companies believe that only a few promotional tools can
effectively help them conduct business in the PRC. Now,
we try to uncover what promotional tools can help to
achieve those objectives which they perceived as
important.
5.6.1 Products
When respondents are asked what promotional tools are
effective in helping them create awareness of their
products, most of them select seminars. Apart from this
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tool, the answers are quite diverse. They suggest direct
mail, invitation to visit facilities, TV commercials,
newspaper ads to be the tools that can also be helpful.
If they want to let target audience have a thorough
understanding of their products, the tools they recommend
are seminars and invitations to visit facilities. It
seems that the target audience have to be invited to meet
with foreign traders so as to give the foreign traders an
opportunity to explain the details of a product to them.
5.6.2 Relationship
Two promotional objectives, to get acquainted with
people in the organization of the company's clients in
China, and to reinforce contact with customers, can
contribute to develop better relationship with China
traders and their trading partners. The respondents
suggest the use of seminars and invitations to visit
facilities to achieve these objectives. It is conceivable
that the most effective way to develop relationship is
through personal contacts.
5.6.3 Company's Image
In order to enhance companies' image, the respondents
recommend the use of TV commercials, newspaper ads. They
also recommend the effectiveness of these tools in this
order. Although these tools are recognized as less.
important to China traders at present, they are very
effective tools in reaching large number of audience in
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the PRC. It follows that, as the economy in the PRC keeps
growing, the importance of these promotional tools to
foreign traders will be increasing.
While respondents are asked what tools are effective
in helping build up confidence to their companies among
target audience, seminars and invitations to visit
facilities are suggested again to be used. Undoubtedly,
their trading partners would like to see some concrete
evidence before they build up confidence on foreign firms.
5.6.4 To meet End User
Seminars and exhibitions are the tools suggested by
foreign traders as the ways to meet end users. Seminars
can be in the form of training sessions. Normally,
Chinese organizations would invite the end users of a
product to attend this sort of seminars. Similarly,
Chinese organizations would send their end users of a
product to attend exhibitions in. order to get more
information.
The above is just to show some of the more important
objectives which China traders depend on different
promotion tools to achieve. It is obvious that China
traders still concentrate their promotional efforts on the
type which emphasizes face-to-face discussion.
5.7 General Comments on the Promotional Tools
As the PRC has only relaxed its restriction on
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promotion recently, there is much room for improvement
before China traders can make the best use of promotion.
So, it is important to know what promotional tools
perceived by China traders are helpful to them at present.
Also, we would like to find out what hinders the
development of certain promotional tools in the PRC.
As shown in Table 5, the target audience receptivity
and the reach of target audience of a promotional tools
have a high correlation with its cost effectiveness
perceived by China traders. In most of the cases, when a
promotional tool perceived to be high cost effectiveness
relative to others, it is also perceived that the reach of
target audience and the target audience receptivity of the
tool are also relatively high.
Table 5
Cost Effectiveness, Target Audience Receptivity, and Reach
of Target Audience of the Promotional Tools
Promotional Cost Target Audience Reach of
.Effectiveness ReceptivityTools Target Audience
Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank
Invitations to
visit company 3.618 1 3.800 1 3.594 1
Seminars 3.543 2 3.639 2 3.500 2
Exhibitions 3.353 3 3.257 3 3.094 3
Direct Mail 3.094 4 3.125 4 3.030 4
Newspaper Ads 3.063 5 2.939 7 2.594 8
Magazine Ads 3.000 6 3.118 6 2.941 5
TV Commercials 2.969 7 2.818 9 2.452 9
Press Releases 2.879 8 8 2.6132.912 7
Sponsorship 2.875 9 3.121 9 2.719 6
Billboards 2.690 10 2.438 10 2.032 10
However, the ranks of the target audience's
receptivity and the reach of target audiences of TV
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commercials and newspaper ads are relatively lower than
those of their cost effectiveness. It seems that the
benefits of the use of these two promotional tools lie
elsewhere. In the case of sponsorship, these two aspects
were perceived higher than its cost effectiveness. It
hints that these two may be the main advantages of the use
of sponsorship.
China traders have always complained the
infrastructure in the PRC being not good enough to support
them to run seminars or exhibitions. It is often found
that they have to bring their own equipments from
overseas. Also the postal system in the PRC is kind of
backward, if a company intends to launch a promotional
campaign by mail, special arrangements have to be made
with the postal offices.
Table 6
Availability of Supporting Facilities in the PRC to run
Seminars, Exhibitions and Direct Mail Campaign




Direct mail 11 24
As shown in the above table, about 1/3 of the
respondents of each category believe the facilities
available in the PRC is insufficient. It is quite a
serious problem to China traders and- there is still much-
room for improvement in this regard before China traders
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can make best use of these tools.
Another problem to run seminars, exhibitions and
invitations to visit companies is the number of desirable
target audience attending is sometimes too low.
Table 7
Number of Desirable Target Audience to Attend Seminars,
Exhibitions and Invitation to Visit Company
Promotional Number of Desirable Target Audience
Tools SufficientInsufficient
Seminars 267
247Invitation to Visit Co.
22Exhibition 9
It is revealed in the above table that about 78% of
the respondents believe there are sufficient number of
desirable target audience to attend their seminar and
invitations to visit their companies. About 71% believe
sufficient number of target audience to attend
exhibitions. This figure represents a major improvement
since China traders during the early 80's often complained
that the people attended exhibitions were not those they
intended to meet.
As shown in Table 8, 94% of the respondents believe
the availability of exhibition is sufficient in the PRC.
It shows that it is not difficult for China traders to
find relevant exhibitions for their companies. About 1/4
of the respondents believe the availability of
opportunities of sponsorship is not sufficient. It seems
that companies have to actively seek opportunities for
sponsoring cultural and sport activities in thePRC.
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Table 8





It can be seen from Table 9 that about three fourth
of the respondents believe that the availability of
advertising space in newspaper ads and magazine ads are
sufficient. As the number of different kind of newspapers
and magazines keeps growing in the last few years, it is
easier for China traders to place their ads on designated
types of magazine and newspapers. There are about 65% of
the respondents believe the availability of advertising
space in TV is sufficient. Since advertising are allowed
to be. placed only before or after a program, it is no
surprise that some China traders find the advertising
space on TV insufficient. Only about 40% of the
respondents believe that the availability of advertising
space of billboards is sufficient. One of the reasons may
be that the advertising space are mostly occupied by local
advertisers.
Table 9
Availability of Advertising Space of Magazine Ads, Newspaper Ads
TV Commercials and Billboards
Promotional Tools Availability of Advertising Space
Insufficient Sufficient
AMagazine Ads 7 23
Newspaper Ads 7 21
TV Commercials 8 15
Billboards 14 9
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One-of the problems faced by China traders in placing
ads is government regulation. Since the government does
not want foreign advertisements to affect the political
ideology of the people, the regulations in this regard are
stricter than those in other developed countries.
Table 10
Government Regulations on TV Commercials, Newspaper Ads,
Magazine Ads and Billboards
Strict RelaxedPromotional Tools Just Right
TV Commercials 59 10
Newspaper Ads g7 11
Magazine Ads 93 15
Billboards 5 412
Among the above promotional tools, TV Commercials are
believe to have stricter regulation than others as shown
in the above table. About 38% of the respondents believe
the government regulation on TV Commercials is strict
while about 27% of them believe that newspaper regulation
is strict and 24% of them believe that billboard
regulation is strict. Only about 11% of the respondents
believe the government regulations on magazine ads are
strict. it seems that most China traders are satisfied
with the ads that are allowed to be placed on magazines.
Lastly, since many companies send their releases to
the press in the PRC, the respondents are asked the
probability of having releases shown in press. Only about
15% say the probability is high. About 60% say the
probability is medium while about 25% say it is low.
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5.8 Relationship Between Comments of Promotional Tools and
Frequency of the Use of Them.
It is important to know that the comments on
different promotional tools between those China traders
who use them more frequently and those who use them less
frequently. The experience of those who use the tools
more frequently may provide us with more insights in the
understanding of the use of them. Also, it is worthwhile
to uncover the reasons why some China traders do not use
some of the promotional tools as frequently as others.
5.8.1 Invitation to People to Visit Company's Facilities
Since only 2 respondents say they have never invited
people to visit their companies before, it is impossible
to generalize their responses to draw conclusion about the
opinions of similar kind of China traders. However, most
respondents regardless of the frequency of their use of
this tool believe that the cost effectiveness of it is
high, the target audience receptivity to it is high, and
it can also reach their target audience well.
There is only a slight difference between those
respondents with different frequencies of the use of this
tool. Almost 30% of the respondents who use it 3 times or
less believe the number of desirable target audience to
about 15% of the respondents who use it more than 3 times
a year believe so. It seems that whether a company can
attend- their invitation is not sufficient while only
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invite sufficient number of desirable target audience may
influence the frequency of the use of this promotional
tool.
5.8.2 Seminars
About 87% of the respondents who use seminar more
than 3 times a year believe the cost effectiveness of
seminars is high while one third of those who use this
tool 3 times or less a year believe so. Although only 2
respondents have never used seminar before, both of them
believe the cost effectiveness of it is not high. All
respondents who use seminar more than 6 times a year
believe the target audience receptivity to it is high and
seminar can reach their target audience well while only
70% of those who use it 6 times or less a year believe
target audience receptivity is high and 90% of them
believe it can reach their target audience well.
One third of the respondents who use it above 6 times
a year believe the availability of supporting facilities
in the PRC to run seminar is insufficient while about 27%
of those who use it 6 times or less believe so. It
indicates that it is quite difficult for some China
traders to run seminars in the PRC but most of them still
have to use this promotional tool.
5.8.3 Exhibitions
Two third of the respondents who join exhibition
above 3 times a year believe the cost effectiveness of it
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is high while about 58% of those who join it 3 times or
less a year believe so. Over 80% of the those who never
join exhibition before believe its cost effectiveness is
high. It seems that they do not have to rely on
exhibitions to help them conduct business in the PRC even
they know it is cost effectiveness.
Two third of the respondents who join exhibition more
than 3 times a year believe that the target audience
receptivity to exhibition is good while 35% of those who
use it 3 times or less a year believe so. All respondents
who join it above 3 times a year believe it can reach
target audience well and the availability of supporting
facilities to run it is good while 72% of respondents who
use it 3 times or less believe it can reach target
audience well and 55% believe the facilities available are
sufficient. Eighty percent of respondents who join it
above 3 times a year believe there are sufficient
desirable target audience to attend exhibitions and only
two third of the respondents who join it 3 times or less
believe so.-
It can be seen that the respondents who join
exhibitions more frequently had better impression of
various aspects of exhibitions than those who join it less
frequently. However, the perception of its cost
effectiveness is independent of the frequency the China
traders join it. It reflects that one of the reasons why
some respondents join exhibitions less frequently is the
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difficulties they met in the process of the exhibitions
rather than the cost effectiveness of them.
5.8.4 Sponsorship
The respondents' perception of the cost effectiveness
of sponsorship is more or less the same regardless of the
frequency of the use of it. However, they have different
opinion in other aspects. Although there are only 4
respondents who use this promotional tool above 3 times a
year, 75% of them believe the target audience receptivity
to it is high and it can reach their target audience well.
One third of the respondents who use it 3 times or less a
year believe the target audience receptivity is high and
two third of them believe it can reach their target
audience well.
All respondents who have used this tool before
believe the availability of opportunity for sponsorship is
sufficient while only one third of those who have never
used it before believe so. It seems that it is not hard
to find opportunities for sponsorship if one seek them
actively. While those who do not intend to use this
promotional tool my believe it is quite hard to have this
kind of opportunity.
5.8.5 TV Commercials
Although only 4 respondents say they use TV.
Commercials often or sometimes, all of them believe its
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cost effectiveness is high, the target audience
receptivity of it is high, its reach of their target
audience is good, and the availability of TV advertising
space is sufficient. Three out of 5 respondents who use
it rarely believe its cost effectiveness is high and
target audience receptivity to it is high. Four of them
believe it can reach their target audience well and the
availability of advertising space of it is sufficient.
For those who never use TV commercials before, 21% of
them believe its cost effectiveness is high, 20% believe
the target audience receptivity to it is good, 39% believe
it can reach target audience well and 58% believe the
availability of TV advertising space is sufficient. it
seems that those respondents who use this tool more
frequently have higher appreciation of various aspects of
it.
About 71% of those who have used TV commercials
before believe the government regulation on it is strict
while only 25% of those who have never used it before
believe so.. It clearly indicates that most China traders
with experience of the use of TV commercial feel that
government regulation on it is strict.
5.8.6 Newspaper Ads
About 61% of the respondents who have used newspaper
ad often or sometimes believe the cost effectiveness of it
is high while about 15% of them believe it is low. About
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28% of those who have rarely or never used it before
believe the cost effectiveness of it is high and about 43%
of them believe it is low. There is a tendency that those
who use newspaper ad more frequently believe that the. cost
effectiveness of it is higher. A similar tendency can be
found on the target audience receptivity of newspaper ad
and the reach of target audience of it.
There is not much difference in opinion between those
who use newspaper ad more frequently and those use it less
on the availability of advertising space of it in the PRC.
Overall, 24% say it is insufficient. Twenty percent of
those who use it more frequently believe it is
insufficient while 30% of those who have rarely or never
used it believe so.
Twenty one percent of the respondents who use
newspaper ad often or sometimes believe the government
regulation on it is strict while 80% of those who rarely
use it believe so. All respondents who have never used it
before believe the government regulation on it is relaxed.
It can be seen that some of those who have used newspaper
ad before believe the government regulation on it is
strict, especially those who have used it rarely. This
may be one reason why they use this promotional tool
rarely.
5.8.7 Magazine Ads
The perceptions on the cost effectiveness of magazine
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ad have not much difference between the respondents who
use it more frequently and those use it less. However,
the respondents who have used it more frequently believe
the target audience receptivity to it is higher. Fifty
percent of those who have used it often believe the target
audience receptivity to it is high while 28.6% of those
who use-it sometimes believe so. Only 12.5% of those who
have rarely or never used it before believe the target
audience receptivity to it is high.
It seems that those who use magazine ad more
frequently feel the availability of advertising space of
it is sufficient. Only 14.3% of those who use it often or
sometimes believe it is insufficient but 43% of those who
have rarely or never used it before believe so. The
availability of advertising space may be one of the
obstacles for those who have rarely or never used it to
increase the frequency of the use of it.
Although only 3 respondents of those who have rarely
or never used magazine ad responded to the question of the.
government regulation on it, all of them agree that the
government regulation on it is just right. However, 13.6%
of those who have used it often or sometimes believe it is
strict. It seems that those. who use magazine ad more
frequently want the government regulation on it to be more-




There is a trend that those who have used direct mail
more frequently believe its cost effectiveness is higher.
About 57% of those who use direct mail often, 37.3% of
those who use it sometimes, and 11.1% of those who use it
rarely or never use it believe the cost effectiveness of
direct mail is high.
A similar trend can be found on the opinion of the
target audience receptivity and the reach of target
audience of direct mail. About 61.5% of those who have
never used it often, 42.8% of those use it sometimes, and
9% of those rarely or never use it believe the target
audience receptivity of direct mail is high. About 93% of
those who have used it often, 87.5% of those use it
sometimes, and 40% of those rarely or never use it believe
it can reach their target audience well.
About 92% of those who have used direct mail often
and 87% of those who use direct mail sometimes believe the
availability of supporting facilities to the use of direct
mail in the PRC is sufficient while only one third of
those who rarely or never used it believe so. On the
whole, those who have used direct mail more frequently
have a better impression of various aspects of it.
5.8.9 Billboards
Although only 4 respondents say they have used
billboards often or sometimes, most of them believe it is
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quite a good tool for promotion. Three out of four of
them believe that its cost effectiveness is high, its
reach of their target audience is good, and the
availability of advertising space of it is sufficient.
Two of them believe the target audience receptivity to it
is high and all of them believe the government regulation
on it is either right or relaxed.
However, most respondents who have rarely or never
used billboard before did not like billboard as a
promotional tool very much. Less than 10% of the
respondents believe its cost effectiveness is high and
more than 70% of them believe it is low. About 72% of
them believe the target audience receptivity to it is low.
Only 13% of them believe it can reach their target
audience well and less than 30% believe the availability
of advertising space of it is sufficient. While no
respondents who have used billboard often or sometimes
believe the government regulation on it is strict, one
third of those who have rarely or never used it believe
so.
5.8.10 Press Releases
Generally, those who have used press release often
believe it is quite a good promotional tools. About 86
of them believe its cost effectiveness is high, 57% of
them believe the target audience receptivity to it is high
and 50% of them believe the probability of having release
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shown in press is high.
For those respondents who have used press release
less often, they do not think it is a good promotional
tool to them. Only 22.2% of those who have used press
release sometimes believe its cost effectiveness and the
target audience receptivity to it is high while only about
7% of those who have rarely or never used it believe so.
About 11% of those who have used press release sometimes
believe the possibilities of having release shown in press
is high while none of those who have rarely or never used
it believe so. In addition, about 38% of respondents who
have rarely or never used it believe its reach of target
audience is good while about 93% of those who have used it
often or sometimes believe so.
5.9 Conclusion
5.9.1 Promotion is perceived to be less important when
compared to other marketing elements such as personal
connections, price, image, after-sale service, and product
quality in helping China traders conduct business.
However, it is perceived to be more important than
technology and personal selling.
5.9.2 There is a trend that for those companies which have
stayed in the PRC longer, they believe promotion is more
important to them. Compared with Hong Kong people and
Japanese, American are less favored to promotion.
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5.9.3 Some of the major promotion objectives mentioned by
the respondents are:
(a) to introduce products to target audience,
(b) to develop relationship with customers
(c) to enhance company image,
(d) to provide detailed information of products to
target audience.
5.9.4 The amount spent on promotion by foreign companies
in the PRC is quite diverse. It ranges from HK$ 120,000
to HK$ 6 million. The companies which perceive their
future in the PRC better spent more on promotion. Those
which have stayed longer in the PRC tend to spend less on
promotion.
5.9.5 Seminars, invitations to people to visit company's
facilities, and exhibitions are perceived to be the most
effective promotional tools to help foreign companies
conduct business in the PRC. At present, this kind of
face-to-face promotional tools is considered to be more
effective.
5.9.6 In most of the cases, when a promotional tool is
perceived to be high cost effectiveness, it is also
perceived to be able to reach target audience well and
have a high target audience receptivity.
5.9.7 Most respondents believe they can invite sufficient
number of desirable audience to attend their seminars,
visit to company's facilities and exhibitions. It seems
that the problem of having too many undesirable audience
to attend exhibitions has been alleviated.
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5.9.8 For those China traders who frequently use TV
commercials, newspaper ads, and magazine ads, they believe
the government regulations on them are strict.
5.9.9 It is widely recognized that invitations to people
to visit company's facilities is a good promotional tool.
The frequency of the use of this tool seems to be affected
by the number of desirable target audience a company can
invite.
5.9.10 Most respondents believe the cost effectiveness of
seminars is high. Although some of them feel that the
availability of supporting facilities to run seminars in
the PRC is not sufficient, they still have to use this
promotional tool quite often.
5.9.11 Exhibition is recognized, in general, as a good
promotional tool to China traders. Even for those who
have never used it, they also believe the cost
effectiveness of it is high. However, there is a tendency
that for those who use it less often have less favorable
attitude toward various aspects of exhibition such as the
availability of supporting facilities in the PRC to run
it, the number of desirable target audience to attend,
etc.
5.9.12 The cost effectiveness of sponsorship is perceived
to be more or less the same regardless of the frequency of
the use of it. It seems that for those who use this
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promotional tool more frequently, they can identify better
the availability of this sort of opportunity.
5.9.13 Although only a few China traders have used TV
commercials, most of them appreciate this promotional tool
very much.
5.9.14 There is a tendency that for those China traders
who use newspaper ads more frequently, they perceive the
various aspects of this promotional tool better.
5.9.15 Although only a few China traders have used
billboards in the PRC, in general, they have quite good
impression of this promotional tool.
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Chapter VI Recommendations
6.1 At present, the promotional tools used by China
traders are mostly limited to those emphasizing on
personal contact such as seminars, invitations to people
to visit company's facilities, and exhibitions. It is
because most of the scope of foreign businesses in the PRC
still concentrate on targeting on relatively small number
of trading partners. However, the PRC's executives and
decision makers of government bodies will know the
business world outside the PRC better and expand their
business contact in the future. Eventually, they will
rely less on the gatherings with China traders to collect
information. Instead, they can get access to information
from more sources.
TV commercials, newspaper ads, magazine ads and
other promotional tools will play a more important role in
helping China traders conduct business in the future. In
addition, the consumer market of the PRC has huge
potential. A variety of promotional tools is essential
to promote products successfully in such a market. it is
recommended that China traders, at least, familiarize
themselves with the promotional tools available in the PRC
at present. When these promotional tools become
essential, their experience of the use of these tools will
help them stay ahead of their competitors.
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6.2 It is widely recognized that trust and relationship
are the essential elements to be successful in the China
market. However, the ups and downs of the economy of the
PRC and the instability of the government policies make it
very difficult for China traders to conduct business.
When time is bad, foreign businesses have to contract its
scale of operation in the PRC. However, it is unwise for
China traders to retreat from the China market even under
such a situation. Once a company leaves, it is hard for
it to come again since the relationship and friendship
will be-broken at that point. It is recommended that even
a company has to reduce its scale of operation in the PRC,
it is better to let their trading partners know its
presence in the China market. Promotion of some kinds can
help in this regard. For instance, a well-managed
sponsorship program can win much of the confidence from
the trading partners.
6.3 Japanese have been dominating the China market, in
particular to the consumer market, since the PRC opened
her door to foreign businesses. However, there are signs
that the business activities of Japanese in the. PRC may be
reduced in the future. It could be a precious opportunity
for non-Japanese firms to enter or to have a larger share
of the market in the PRC. One of the crucial elements for
the success of Japanese in the China market is their huge
investment on promotion while others are still looking for
the right channels to conduct business there. It has
clearly indicated in this research that some of the
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promotional tools are particularly effective to help
foreign businesses in the PRC. China traders should make
the best use of the tools available with the appropriate
combination of other marketing elements to take advantages
from this onuortunity.
6.4 Most of the decisions related to various aspects of
promotion in the PRC are dependent upon personal judgment
of the persons in charge. For example, the price charged
for TV commercials may vary from case to case. If
somebody who have better relationship with the decision
makers, they may get lower rate. Or if the decision
makers know that the advertisers have strong financial
back-up, they may charge them higher. The point is many
things in the PRC are negotiable. Some of the rules set
may be changed if a company can have its way to* convince
those people who are in charge to change their minds.
6.5 As promotion in the PRC is still in the early stage of
development, many potential promotional tools can be
borrowed from other countries.or created to employ in this
market. The PRC provides a good opportunity to those who
can develop creative promotional campaigns to help their
business. Some of the examples are the State Express/555
Hong Kong-Beijing rally and United Airlines' cultural
exchange program. It is recommended that facing such a
market with people having little exposure to the world
outside, China traders can formulate effective promotional.
campaign by borrowing the ideas developed- in other
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countries or creating their own as long as they can be
accepted by the government and fit into the cultural
values of the people in the PRC.
6.6 When launching promotional campaign in the PRC, the
benefits of the trading partners should be taken into
consideration. The best way to improve the relationship
with the trading partners is to offer them personal
benefits. It would not help foreign companies too much if
they require their trading partners to do extra work
without extra compensation. During exhibition, if
possible, free samples should be given to appropriate
target audience. Seminars if possible, can take place
overseas. Promotion of these sorts may have extra help to
foreign companies.
6.7 It is recognized that the government regulations on TV
commercials, newspaper ads and magazine ads are quite
strict. Nevertheless, it is necessary to remind that the
approaches of promotion through these media used in other
countries may not be effective in the PRC. More
importantly, they should be fitted into the cultural norms
of the people in the PRC. For example, most people
watching television in the PRC are looking for
information. They have stronger inclination to accept TV
commercials which are informative. Fancy approach may
result in developing negative feeling among audience. It
is recommended that China traders should do research to
find out the effectiveness of their TV commercials,
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newspaper ads, and magazine ads especially when they adopt
those approaches developed from other countries.
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Chapter VII Conclusion
It is obvious that conducting business in the PRC is
tough and challenging to businessmen. It requires so much
patience, persistence, and bargaining skills. However,
China traders seem to ignore what promotion can contribute
to them.
Because of the conservative attitudes of.. decision
makers and the restrictions imposed by the government,
China traders find their business activities in the PRC
with so many constraints. Actually, not too many pieces
in the marketing mix are under their control. The PRC
government inclines to deal with foreign business which
can offer products or services to help modernize the
country. It is well known that the PRC's executives are
experts in bargaining on price. At present, distribution
is still in the hands of the °PRC's executives. Not many
variables in the marketing mix are controlled by China
traders. Promotion is one of the few on which foreign
businesses can have much influence. L-
It is seldom for a business entity to concentrate its
scope of business solely in the PRC. China trade is
always a part of the larger portfolio. Most foreign
companies adopt a long-term policy to approach this
market. They may be losing money at present but expect
some day this market will generate big profit.' The scope
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of their business probably is in a small scale since they
are still in the stage of preparing the future. Other
than physically operating business there, China traders
can create strong corporate identity in the minds of
decision makers of the government bodies and business
entities as well as the general public through a well-
planned long-term promotional campaign.
Conducting business in the PRC is still a mystery to
most businessmen. However, traces of successful. business
practices have eventually been uncovered. It is very
likely foreign business have to pay more attention on
promotion when the executives of the PRC adopt more
western business practices and develop attitudes more
favorable to a liberal economic system.
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Cross tabulation between Company's country of origin and
Respondent's country of origin
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Cross-tabulation between Company's country of origin and
Respondent's expectation of future business in the PRC
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Cross-tabulation between Company's years of experience in the PRC
and Respondent's expectation of future business
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Cross-tabulation between Company's years of experience in the PRC and
Respondent's perception of the importance of promotion
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Cross-tabulation between Respondent's perception of the importance
of promotion and Respondent's country of origin
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Cross-tabulation between Respondent's perception of the importance
of promotion and Respondent's promotional budget
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Appendix 14
Cross-tabulation between Company's years of experience in
the PRC and Company's promotional budget
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Cross-tabulation between Respondent's perception ol future
business in the PRC and Company's promotional budget
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Please read.,,, the following instruction and return the
questionnaire to the following address:
Andrew Pang
C605 Postgraduate Hall Complex
The Chinese University of H.K.
Shatin
Hong Kong
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate how various
promotional tools help your company to conduct business in China.
In all questions, promotional tools in question lb., as well as
in other questions, refer to such activities as advertising in
different media, seminars, exhibitions, direct mail, sponsorships
of sports and cultural events, invitations to people concerned
to visit your company's local or overseas facilities, etc., but
not personal selling.
1. What is your opinion of the importance of the following
factors to success in China trade? (Please tick the answer
that is most appropriate to you as shown:?
Not Ver Extremely Can't




















2. 0f the followinq promotional tools, which three are most
effective in helping your company conduc usiness in China.









i. Invite people to visit
your company's facilities
j. Press Releases




3. What are the three most important objectives of the above
promotional mix? (The first mentioned should be the most





4. How often does your company use the following promotional
tools? (Please tick one answer for each promotional tool)







7-9 times 4-6 times 1-3 timesmore than






G. SponsorshipsA. T.V. Commercials5.
H. Direct MailB. Newspaper Ads
I. Invite people to visitC. Magazine Ads
your company's facilitiesD. Press Releases
E. Seminars
F. Exhibitions
Please use the corresponding letters (e.g. A for T.V. Commercials,
B for Newspaper Ads, etc. ) of the above promotional tools to
indicate which tools can best achieve what the statements below
mention. The first answer should be the most effective tool to
achieve what the statement mentions, and the last answer is the
least effective among your choices. You can answer up to 3 tools.
For example
21 3
A B GTo enhance company's image
The answer to the above question means that T.V. Commercials can
best enhance the company's image, then followed by Newspaper Ads,
and Magazine Ads is the least among the three.
2 31
a. To create awareness for my company
among target audience in China.
b. To create awareness for my company's
products among target audience
c. To inform target audience about
something concerning my company
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d. To inform target audience about some-
thing concerning my company's product
e. To let target audience have a
thorough understanding of my company
f. To let target audience have a thorougF
understanding of my company's product
g. To build up confidence to my
company among target audience
h. To act as a first step in
initiating business in China
i. To get acquainted with people in the
organization of my clients in China
j. To meet end users
k. To generate new sales contracts
1. To gather competitive intelligence
m. To keep up with competitors
n. To reinforce contact with customers
o. To enhance my company's image
p. To stimulate customers to request
information from my company
If you have any comments on other functions of the above
promotional tools or the functions of any other promotional tools
in China, please state them here:
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6. What is your opinion on the following promotional tools in
China?( Please tick one answer for each promotional tool)
(i) Cost Effectiveness of









I. Invite people to visit
your company's facilities
J. Press Releases
(ii) Target Audience Receptivity of









I. Invite people to visit
your company's facilities
J. Press Releases
(iii) Number of Desirable Target Audience to Attend
Very Very






(iv) Reach of Target Audience of









I. Invite people to visit
your company's facilities
J. Press Releases
(v) The Probabilities of Having Releases shown in Press is
Very Low Low Medium High Very High
(vi) Availability of Advertising Space of :
Very Very





(vii) Availability of Supporting Facilities in China to Run
Very Very





(viii) Availability of Opportunities of
VeryVery
Insufficient Insufficient Sufficient Sufficient
A. Sponsorships
B. Exhibitions
(ix) Government Regulations on
VeryJustVery





(x) if you have any comments of the above promotional tools or
any other promotional tools in China, please state them
here:
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7. What is your company's country of origin? (Please tick one)
E. West GermanyA. U.S.A.
F. Other, Please specifyB. Hong Kong
C. Japan
D. United Kingdom
S. What is the type of business of your company in China?
(You can tick more than one answer)





F. Others, please specify






F. Others, please specify
10. About how many people in your company are directly involved
in China trade?
Please specify
11. How many years has your company been conducting business in
China since 1978?
12. How many years have you been involved in China trade,
including any time that you may have worked for other
companies
13. Where did you grow up?
E. West GermanyA. U.S.A.




14. What is your present position in your company?
15(a). In general, what do you envision the future of your






(b). Why do you say that?
16. Approximately how much did your company spend last year on
the promotional tools mentioned in this questionnaire?
Please state currency.
Thank You for your kind co-operation.
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